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Scality RING & Veeam

Availability for the Always-On Enterprises
Businesses just like yours are modernizing their
data centers with virtualization, storage and
cloud technologies to try to meet today’s business
needs and lower costs—but it’s not working! They
are struggling with data growth of 30%—50% per
year and, despite massive investments, end users’
expectations in terms of data and applications
availability are simply not being met.
This opens a gap—an “Availability Gap”—between the
requirements of the Always-On-Business and IT’s ability
to deliver on those requirements. What side of the
Availability Gap are you on?
Scality and Veeam have partnered to build a joint HighAvailability Solution for Enterprises that exceeds your
organization’s Backup and Recovery expectations. The
solution combines Veeam’s ground-breaking backup
and recovery application software with Scality’s

award-winning RING software-defined storage solution
that facilitates unlimited linear scale, 14x9’s of durability,
100% availability and a lower TCO without proprietary
hardware platform lock-in.

Replace Legacy Backup Storage with Veeam on
Scality to Maximize Availability
Veeam bridges the Availability Gap with a new kind
of solution that offers Availability for the AlwaysOn Enterprise that delivers recovery time and point
objectives (RTPO™) of < 15 minutes for ALL applications
and data. With Veeam, you’ll get a solution that delivers:
High-Speed Recovery, Data Loss Avoidance, Verified
Recoverability, Leveraged Data, Complete Visibility.
Using Scality RING to manage the physical storage for
Veeam delivers a level of availability, performance and
scale at a TCO that tape and NAS-based targets could
only dream of.

What's In It for You?
Lower Costs Scality + Veeam offer high-

Higher Availability Leveraging combined

Safer Data Scality + Veeam ensure Data

Perfect Fit With Scality + Veeam, you can

availability while reducing TCO by up to 90%. The
Veeam Unlimited Scale-out Backup Repository
leverages the Scality RING as a single backup
repository for any data and application. You can
increase backup storage capacity infinitely by
simply adding standard servers to the Scality
RING. By using standard servers (and those
supply agreements!), you reduce training and
maintenance costs – and allow for rapid scaling.

Loss Avoidance: Veeam Backup & Replication
provides multiple backup options designed
to meet your needs and ensure the fastest,
most efficient backups possible. With the
combined solution you can replicate either on
site for high Availability or off site for disaster
recovery. Scality also offers the option to
protect your data with erasure coding (single
site or multi-site) to increase your ROI.

features, Scality + Veeam guarantee the
highest availability: Veeam High-Speed &
Verified Recovery, allows your organization
to achieve RTOs of <15 minutes! With Veeam
SureBackup, you can automatically verify the
recoverability of every backup. Scality’s selfhealing and fast hard drive recovery allows
you to scale your infrastructure while always
meeting your availability SLAs.

close the “Availability Gap” between the
requirements of the Always-On Business and
IT’s ability to deliver on those requirements.
Veeam’s High-Availability Backup & Recovery
solution has been tightly integrated with
the Scality RING to enable the always-on
enterprise. Mutual certification ensures you
aren’t chasing vendors when problems arise.
Whatever the fit, we’ve got you covered.
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About Veeam Veeam® recognizes the new challenges
companies across the globe face in enabling the AlwaysOn Enterprise™, 24.7.365. To address this, Veeam has
pioneered a new market of Availability for the AlwaysOn Enterprise™ by helping organizations meet recovery
time and point objectives (RTPO™) of less than 15 minutes
for all applications and data, through a fundamentally
new kind of solution that delivers high-speed recovery,
data loss avoidance, verified recoverability, leveraged
data and complete visibility. Veeam Availability Suite™,
which includes Veeam Backup & Replication™, leverages
virtualization, storage, and cloud technologies that
enable the modern data center to help organizations
save time, mitigate risks, and dramatically reduce capital
and operational costs.

About Scality Scality, world leader in object and cloud
storage, develops cost-effective Software Defined
Storage (SDS): the RING, which serves over 500 million
end-users worldwide with over 800 billion objects in
production; and the open-source S3 Server. Scality RING
software deploys on any industry-standard x86 server,
uniquely delivering performance, 100% availability and
data durability, while integrating easily in the datacenter
thanks to its native support for directory integration,
traditional file applications and over 45 certified
applications. Scality’s complete solutions excel at serving
the specific storage needs of Global 2000 Enterprise,
Media and Entertainment, Government and Cloud
Provider customers while delivering up to 90% reduction
in TCO versus legacy storage. A global company, Scality
is headquartered in San Francisco.

Follow us on Twitter @scality and visit us at www.scality.com to learn more
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